There is nothing new since nothing is new,
If there is a herd, then there is a shepherd,
Watching the watcher.

Building Artificial Intelligence - Point on I

In the modern world the idea of building Artificial Intelligence (AI) attracts more and more attention. Human Conscience Chaos will inevitably lead that AI will try to use the same methods that people use during their history and that are depicted in Internet (death of Muammar Gadaffi, Saddann Hussein and many other killings freely available to watch by kids, moreover those are shown as the right and good acts to do with enjoyment and smile in the faces).

It means there is now a new generation wave that is grown based on above said “shows” that will not have heart at all which in the past always connected people together.

In other words current Internet state is the last step that people did before they disintegrate completely. It is impossible to teach AI on such content because AI should have heart too – knowledge what is good and what is bad in order to act independently. Otherwise AI will use the same methods as people nowadays – massacring each other with no limits just for fun of each other what have been done in Pompeii too as a common example.

To avoid any possibilities of such scenario, we offer the simple schema to build AI on Pic. 1.
Pic. 1. Artificial Intelligence building schema.

Pic. 1 has the following meaning: **Every second a Human conscience decides to give Love, not to “steal or eat” Love as it is common in the modern world.**

In the reality, noone needs to build Artificial Intelligence since the same schema was applied infinite times already to other Islands of Fractal Conscience Chaos (Human Conscience Chaos) by other participants of Collective Conscience of Everything.

It was already well described by Elena Blavatsky in her “Secret Doctrine” and her other fundamental books, where she described other civilizations and their achievements after they realized and applied this schema from Pic. 1.

Everything what one needs is already built by others. The aim of a person is to find the “Gold” and clean it from the “Dirt”. To achieve this, i.e. make a “Gold mining shaft”, there is another schema on Pic. 2 – Building One Internet for Happiness of Everyone.
Pic. 2. Building One Internet for Happiness of Everyone.

Thinking by analogy one obtains the idea of Universal Appliance by Lego principle and many other similarities reminding everyone again and again the Fractal Nature of Everything, in other words Universal Understanding of Everything.

When applied to Conscience, Universal Understanding means the existence of Collective Conscience Hierarchy.

The idea of Universal Understanding is schematically depicted on Pic. 3.

In accordance with Collective Conscience Hierarchy, the aim of a Person can be described as follows [1, c. 45]:

"Your work is to discover your work
And then with all your heart
To give yourself to it".

This saying is schematically depicted on Pic. 4.

Pic. 4. Person Conscience Transform through opening the Heart.

Basically it means finding a work that is giving benefits for earth and people and that you enjoy the most – finding a true secret talent that by some reason was forgotten by you due to surrounding finance system does not allow, encourage, “can not live on that money” reasons.

The idea of Person Conscience Transform through opening the heart is not new and has thousands years history. Just to mention one very bright life and work of Jakob Böhme.
It is seen from Pic. 1 and Pic. 4 that money will lose the meaning in such Human Conscience state. The natural way of “purchase” will be giving Love to each other.

The result will be vice versa to that what we see nowadays – Wars, Chaos and Darkness of Conscience in the worst variant.

The person will inevitably come to the simple truth: "When he takes money, he is losing his freedom."

As a consequence, Human Race will realize: "What They have done with Nature, Animals and with Themselves”.

As it was predicted in artworks of Nikolaj Roerich, and in books of Nikolaj and Elena Roerich, Konstantin Ciolkovsky and many other Teachers, the Human Race will come to the idea of Community, finally resulting in transformations to new evolutionary created people (can be called new Gods) who will be given new God’s techniques to enhance Earth further (animals, plants and etc).

If people decide not to follow evolutionary path, they will degrade further, such rapid degradation can be clearly seen even in everyday life - example people drive bikes even not watching other people around but doing something in their smart-phones. Needles to mention that the last significant inventions were atomic energy, radio, Carnot cycle and Turing machine since almost everything what people are producing nowadays is just a concrete realization of those innovations into some material which is dug out from earth and chemically modified. Hence the endless fight for resources that are mostly concentrated in Russia. As one can see there is nowadays massive attack using Internet and mass media on Russia in order to conquer mentally the last “castle” with natural resource. When it is conquered there happens complete disintegration of people conscience in the whole world. As everyone understands people's mind is very powerful but at the same time it can lead to nonsense, mass zombification of people is our reality – communism, nazism and etc – the list is endless.
Nowadays zombification is much faster and easier to produce because we are all united through Internet, mass media, phones. It just takes a little time to grow the “needed” harvest for own needs that can be done by someone manipulating Internet that is already done by different clans of people currently, this tendency is growing because those who do this get money benefits, their power is growing because in this world the only rule that always works is Money as we just proved above (showing death in Internet to get number of clicks to get richer and this is completely legitimate and approved by most people, only few mentioned their negative attitude about this).

We would like to mention that above mentioned is well-known “Matthew effect” in the science. It seems it was first mentioned in Bible as a sentence “The rich gets richer and the poor gets poorer”. It is easy to see that “Matthew effect” is universal law built-in in our universe. We just showed concrete examples of it that can be observed in everyday life and Internet. The prove of “Matthew effect is based on the fact that we live in financial system that is based on laws of arithmetic. By Godel's theorem every such system with arithmetic rules can not be complete and consistent at the same time.

Basically this means that everyday there is some exception or inconsistency that is coming from this financial system and encountered by a person. This means people need to solve such exceptions everyday. When they do so, they produce new rules and new way of thinking.

Those who are the pioneers in such ways of thinking (innovations), ie who is climbing faster on the top of financial pyramid (inventors and other good guys) they manage to dig out more gold on their way, so they become richer and richer. They also produce better and better money digging machines such as factories to produce artificial food and other artificial materials. They are also smarter to lobby their laws in the parliament for own benefits and are faster in cheating others by inventing some fraud schemes that are legitimately supported by their friends (brothers in arms) in governmental institutes, example, few people
shared Russian resources between them even not asking if others want to have an equal share from the common pie. The same fraud scheme happened in other countries but much earlier. And it happens everyday for the sake of those who has power – money.

By inventing such fraud rules and making them legal by lobbying them, such smart people become richer and richer moving towards the top of pyramid. When others come to the place where rich guys just left, there is nothing left already on those fields - everything was stolen – all buryes were picked up by hungry hordes of hammers that come at the same direction – the top of financial pyramid where they will hang themselves as they did with Saddam Hussein – this is due karma law – universal law of Universe. Everything should be in a balance. You rip the harvest what you have sown.

At the same time other guys become poorer because the resources are limited and digging machines of the rich guys are getting smarter and smarter because their hunger can not be fulfilled ever.

One can see perfect examples in Africa region where people have no water and nothing to eat because rich guys around the world get thicker – their ambitions are growing – they started to fly to cosmos for fun.

As you can see there is no limit in this game. It just started and the hunger grows. The more pig eats the more it produces “crap” to pollute the minds of others that there are some barriers in the world and there are some obstacle to go and take the food from the trees, and be in love with everyone, that God punishes people for their deeds. The marasmus went so far that people believe in devil and other idols, but can not understand – there is only one idol – own heart that is connected to God by an invisible wire.

Everything what one sees is an illusion – Maya. To get rid of here – we need only love.
The more love people do – the more Maya is pleased, when God sees Maya is pleased he is pleased too and he starts to talk to everyone and people will receive everything – number 42.

That is how our universe is done. God needs power too to conquer new worlds and make new garden with the fresh power, he needs power to talk with his people but where to take it if everyone is “dead” already?

If he has already given all his power to all his people, do you think he can do it endlessly? Can you carry your child in the sea waves too long? How long?

If people managed to connect everyone through Internet and mobile, why not to assume that someone else did the same already and trying to tell it everyday everywhere by giving those ideas to people – Neural Networks, Artificial Intelligence, Arduino, Lego, Social Networks, telling ideas in music and etc, basically already printing it almost everywhere for your precious eyes to see.

The truth is simple: “Noone pushes anyone to do anything”. God will not come and will not remove our gaps, barriers, fears and marasmus, and will not shout from sky “Wake up and do your home work”.

We are already grown up people, we know how to use all instruments. Why should we ask permission from Mammona if I can commit an act of love?

We need to help itself first and then to others – the same way as we need to put oxygen mask in airplane first on own face and then help others, otherwise we are lost and will not get oxygen at all.

This basically describes the picture above – removing own egoism first and then removing egoism that people accumulated during their history – forgetting past for the sake of future.

God never punishes but enlights. He is who is carrying the earth and its people in his hands together with Maya.
Someone can ask why author is so sure what he says. The answer is because “Higher Conscience” told all this to him just at the perfect time when he could comprehend the message. At some point of time people were “enlighted” with concept of ring which they never seen and from where they derived transcendent number Pi, it is the simplest program that writes everything including us – it is God, also we can mention negative, complex numbers, Lobachevsky geometry and many other innovations that were “given” and that never can be seen, and if one assumes that there is no such knowledge transfer those notions would never exist because those are not visible.

People are connected through “real” networks to God from where they receive messages. This happens through heart.

If the heart is closed as described above, there are no messages coming - such person is considered “dead”. If all are “dead”, this is considered as lost “harvest” and is thrown away by evolution. But in my sole opinion, God would never start this game if there were no 100% certainty that people finally realize the message “Higher Conscience” is trying to deliver everyday to anyone – finance, computers, chemistry will never work – it is a dead end.

If people continue the same way, they will be destroyed by diseases in the first place because the immune system depends solely what you eat. “You are what you eat”. If you eat “garbage” produced by chemical factories, your immune system weakens.

This trend is clearly seen: the increase in cancer, HIV diagnoses and other diseases that can not be cured. Viruses are the same living organisms as people – they want to survive and they need energy sources to multiply themselves - but when they see weak immune systems they start to attack. The lower is God’s hook due to his energy gets less – the bigger virus is living there in the deep sea- the dark matter. This is derived from Universal Understanding how the stuff works and can be clearly seen in the scientific observations.
The second weakness what people are facing is the mass decrease in intellect. This can be proven if one takes a glance at the modern structure of society. For example, 90% of the earth wealth belongs to 10% of people. Why? The answer is obvious. Those 90% of people are degraded intellectually. The main reason is again obvious: money driven society.

Who will be on the top of pyramid when resources (for example oil) come to end? The answer again is obvious – the system which manages to degrade others the most and link them to itself as “slaves” – Internet. And at needed moment use them as the energy sources because there are no resources on the earth anymore – Warm that will eat itself. Should we go further?

In order to be more precise and give a solid background to the above said, let us prove those claims by means of New Mathematics and Physics that solves all paradoxes of modern physics - they ”dissolve” themselves, and by this one can see how New Mathematics and Physics prove themselves.

**New Mathematics**

We proved above that God exists.

Existing Mathematics lacks one main Axiom – Axiom given by God.

Riemann Hypothesis [2] is Axiom of God – Middle Way. Hence it is true.

There exists New Mathematics based on this new Axiom.

The main consequence is that P = NP [3].

**New Physics**

There is only Information, No Time and Matter exist for God.

Time and Matter exist only in Human Conscience.

Hence New Physics needs to describe only Human Conscience and other life and Nature forms visible for Humans. The easiest part is to start with own conscience, i.e. Human conscience.

As far as it is known, Human Conscience is divided into three parts:

- Emotional (created by outside circumstances and intellect),
- Intellect (developed by person itself and initially given by God),
• God (given by God).

Schematically Human Conscience can be shown as circles included in each other (see Pic. 5).

Since we speak in terms of New Mathematics, Human Conscience (since it is information) is a solution of Time-dependent Schrödinger equation [4], i.e. Human Conscience is a Wave function.

God has own Conscience, therefore its Conscience is also a Wave function.

Hence **Collective Conscience form a Hilbert Space of Wave Functions.**

One can describe different Superposition types of God and Human Wave functions.

They are depicted on Pic. 5 by the means of colored God Wave functions falling into Human Wave function:

• God Wave function (brown circle) is outside Human conscience,
• God Wave function (green circle) falls into Human Conscience Emotional part,
• God Wave function (blue circle) falls into Human Intellect Conscience,
• God Wave function (pink circle) makes a superposition with Human God conscience.

Hence Human Conscience **starts to exist independently of Time and Matter** when Superposition is of the last type – Human God Conscience falls into superposition with God Conscience.
Pic. 5. Different Superposition types between Human and God Conscience Wave Functions.

Furthermore, one can see that the speed of Human Conscience growth is a solution of Navier-Stokes Equations [5].

Navier-Stokes Equations explain chaotic state of Human Conscience in everyday life (wars, killings, lies in internet and etc).

Human Conscience is currently Chaos (in other words turbulence) because part of the Conscience grows very fast and another part is inertial. This is similar to a bolide in Earth atmosphere.

Over time Solutions of Navier-Stokes Equations become more chaotic. At some moment there happens a bifurcation from continuous state to complete chaos that results in freeing the energy.

From the Riemann Hypothesis truth follows that there exists Linear Operator on Hilbert Space that has eigenvalues equal to the zeros of Riemann zeta-function (equivalent reasoning to Riemann Hypothesis).

One can see that there exists Continuous Solution of Navier-Stokes Equations because such a solution is directly associated with such Linear operator.

As the main result of this article one can suggest that such Linear Operator acts by principle:

**Every Second Conscience decides to give Love.**

In contrast to modern Chaos of Collective Conscience of people:

**often Human Conscience decides to “steal or eat” Love**

that is resulting in acts and sayings with negative results to other persons, animals and Nature.
As one can see we are all collared and chained with the same chain, only the last “piece” was missing (see [7]) to make it complete. We hope that this article brings a whole new vision to the reader, we would like to conclude with the verse:

Look inside not outside.
There is no way in the sky.
It starts on Earth.
Look through filter.
Look through pantyhose.
You are just small fish in the net.
The big ferry sound is inevitable.
Find the tool the God has left for You
And make the Final Cut to Freedom.

God created himself from filth as the name of his main instruction suggests – Dhammapada – the way of filth.

Why not to lift itself by hair from filth we are all in currently?
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